
Memo to all Training Test Judges and Club Training Supervisors: 

 

The New Trial rules, as accepted by the W.U.S.V. were implemented in Germany on the 1
st
 January 2012. The 

complete English translation is available on the G.S.D.F. website. 

It is imperative that all Judges, Club Training Supervisors and Handlers are up to date with the changes that have 

been made to the Rules governing our Sport. 

The proposed implementation date for the GSDF is the 1
st
 March 2012. All Trials conducted after this date must 

be judged as per the new Trial ordinance. 

NB:  All reference to “Schutzhund” has been removed from the New Rules , and reference is made to “IPO 1/2/3” 

as titles awarded. This is internationally agreed. 

The GSDF will offer the following Training Tests: 

 Companion Dog Test - B.H  As per the new amended rules. 

 Tracking Test 1/2/3 - FPr 1/2/3 Tracking only component of IPO1//2/3 

 Obedience Test 1/2/3 - UPr 1/2/3 Obedience only component of IPO1/2/3 

 Defence Test 1/2/3 - SPr 1/2/3 Protection work component of IPO1/2/3 

 IPO 1/2/3  - IPO1/2/3 Tracking /Obedience/Protection 1/2/3 in a single test 

 Tracking Dog Test1 - FH1  Advanced Tracking Test 

 Tracking dog Test 2 - FH2  Advanced Tracking Test 

 International Tracking dog Test IPO-FH  Advanced tracking Test 

 

Judges- please note that there have been changes to the points allocation of certain exercises, changes to the 

manner in which individual exercises are performed and change in emphasis on how the dog is to be evaluated in 

terms of willingness and enthusiasm to work. Please ensure that your score sheets are adapted accordingly. 

 

Summary of changes for 2012: ( Only exercises that have changed are listed here- all exercises not listed remain 

as before ) 

BH:  

 The dog must be able to be touched in the temperament test. 

 For BH only : the dog can wear either a Standard choke chain OR a leather collar..but not both. 

 Sit out of motion: From Basic position the handler Heels his dog for 10- 15 paces...then halts –gives the 

command “SIT” and leaves the dog sitting ,while the handler moves 15 paces further, turns to face the 

dog and then returns ,on command of the Judge. 

 Down out of motion: From Basic position the handler Heels his dog 10-15 paces..then halts- gives the “ 

DOWN “ command..leaves the dog down ,while moving another 30 paces, turns to face the dog , recalls 

on command of the Judge. Sit front and return to Hell ..as previous. 

IPO 1:  

 The dog must be able to be touched in the temperament test. 

 Tracking- 1
st
 article is worth 11 points, 2

nd
 article is worth 10 points. A little praise is allowed during the 

actual tracking. 

 Obedience- The handler reports to the judge with the dog ON lead. After reporting in ,the lead is 

removed. 



  Sit out of motion: From Basic position the handler Heels his dog for 10- 15 paces –gives the command 

“SIT” while in motion and leaves the dog sitting ,while the handler moves 15 paces further, turns to face 

the dog and then returns ,on command of the Judge. 

 Protection- The handler reports to the judge with the dog ON lead. The handler goes to the centre of the 

centre of the field  between the blinds ,have the dog in the basic position ,then remove the lead before 

starting  the Blind search.  

 During  the escape exercise- the handler must give a command to the dog to “Get him” as the helper 

starts to run away. If no command is given , a 1 point deduction is mandatory. 

IPO2: 

 The dog must be able to be touched in the temperament test. 

 Tracking- 1
st
 article is worth 11 points, 2

nd
 article is worth 10 points. NO praise is allowed during the 

actual tracking. 

 Obedience- The handler reports to the judge with the dog OFF lead. 

 Sit out of motion: From Basic position the handler Heels his dog for 10- 15 paces –gives the command 

“SIT” while in motion and leaves the dog sitting ,while the handler moves 15 paces further, turns to face 

the dog and then returns ,on command of the Judge 

 Stand out of motion: From Basic position the handler Heels his dog for 10- 15 paces –gives the command 

“STAND” while in motion and leaves the dog standing ,while the handler moves 15 paces further, turns to 

face the dog and then returns ,on command of the Judge. 

 Protection- The handler reports to the judge with the dog OFF lead.   

 During  the escape exercise- the handler must give a command to the dog to “Get him” as the helper 

starts to run away. If no command is given , a 1 point deduction is mandatory 

IPO3: 

 The dog must be able to be touched in the temperament test. 

 Tracking- ALL articles are worth 7 points. NO praise is allowed during the actual tracking. 

 Obedience- The handler reports to the judge with the dog OFF lead. 

 Sit out of motion: From Basic position the handler Heels his dog for 10- 15 paces –gives the command 

“SIT” while in motion and leaves the dog sitting ,while the handler moves 15 paces further, turns to face 

the dog and then returns ,on command of the Judge 

 Protection- The handle will report to the judge with the dog OFF lead. 

 During  the escape exercise- the handler must give a command to the dog to “Get him” as the helper 

starts to run away. If no command is given , a 1 point deduction is mandatory. 

 

Please contact me if you require any additional info or clarification.... 

Should Clubs require a training workshop to discuss the new rules..please contact any member of the 

Judges Committee to arrange it. 

 

Greg Lotter 

Chairman Training Test Judges Committee 

(on behalf of the Training Test judges Committee) 

 

 

 



 


